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The detection of vague, speculative, or otherwise uncertain language has been performed in the encyclopedic,
political, and scientific domains yet left relatively untouched in finance. However, the latter benefits from
public sources of big financial data that can be linked with extracted measures of linguistic uncertainty as a
mean of extrinsic model validation. Doing so further helps in understanding how the linguistic uncertainty
of financial disclosures might induce financial uncertainty to the market. To explore this field, we use term
weighting methods to detect linguistic uncertainty in a large dataset of financial disclosures. As a baseline,
we use an existing dictionary of financial uncertainty triggers; furthermore, we retrieve related terms in
specialized word embeddingmodels to automatically expand this dictionary. Apart from an industry-agnostic
expansion, we create expansions incorporating industry-specific jargon. In a set of cross-sectional event study
regressions, we show that the such enriched dictionary explains a significantly larger share of future volatility,
a common financial uncertainty measure, than before. Furthermore, we show that—different to the plain
dictionary—our embedding models are well suited to explain future analyst forecast uncertainty. Notably,
our results indicate that enriching the dictionary with industry-specific vocabulary explains a significantly
larger share of financial uncertainty than an industry-agnostic expansion.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The financial markets are driven by large sources of both structured and unstructured data. The
recently growing area of financial text mining has shown that linking both of these sources is a
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Fig. 1. An excerpt of a 10-K filed by a pharmaceuticals company in spring 1998. Parts classifiable as uncertain
according to our methodology1 are in bold.
fruitful avenue for research: Retrieving textual information from financial disclosures can help to
explain and anticipate market movements.
In this article, we analyze relationships between the uncertainty of disclosure language and
several financial uncertainty measures. For this purpose, we collected a large dataset of 10-Ks
(see Section 1.1 for a definition), extracted a dictionary-based measure of linguistic uncertainty,
and regressed market- and analyst-based measures of financial uncertainty on it. We thus show
how analyzing the uncertainty of disclosed information helps to explain subsequent financial
uncertainty.
1.1 Disclosure Type: 10-Ks
According to the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, all publicly traded U.S. companies with above 10
million dollars in assets and more than 500 shareholders are required to file 10-Ks by the Securities
and Exchange Commission (SEC). A 10-K is an annual report giving a comprehensive summary of a
company’s activities throughout the preceding year. Figure 1 presents a 10-K excerpt exemplifying
typical characteristics of these documents and how they can convey uncertainty. This 10-K belongs
to a relatively young and small company with “limited experience,” thus explaining the large share
of uncertain wording in its business description.
Past literature has shown that 10-Ks are important informative disclosures for investors and
analysts [15, 16]. Furthermore, 10-Ks have been analyzed to explain uncertainty of the informa-
tion environment [17, 19]. Yet, past studies have predominantly relied on the independent vari-
able of readability or complexity instead of assessing the linguistic uncertainty as determinant of
real-worldly uncertainty. As of now, the scientific community lacks a systematic study examining
how linguistic uncertainty of 10-Ks helps in explaining financial uncertainty measures apart from
volatility.
A 10-K can contain up to 15 sections, with Sections 1 and 2, “Business and Property Descrip-
tion,” Section 7, “Management’s Discussion andAnalysis” (MD&A), and Section 8, “Financial State-
ments,” being the most predominantly included [6]. While some past studies have argued to focus
on specific sections they deem most informative to stakeholders (typically the MD&A), Loughran
1Following Loughran and McDonald [18, p. 45], we define words and phrases as uncertain if they are (1) imprecise or
(2) referring to risk.
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and McDonald [19] argue to use the full document, as they have shown that using only the MD&A
section “does not provide more powerful statistical tests” while introducing the probability of pars-
ing errors. The findings of Dyer et al. [6] hint that using only Section 1a, “Risk Factors,” might be
of interest to be exploited. However, since this section became only mandatory to be included after
2005, it is usually less available.2 Hence, we follow Loughran and McDonald [19] and analyze the
documents in their entirety.
1.2 Independent Variable: Linguistic Uncertainty
Linguistic uncertainty can be inherent to any form of communication, may it be written or spo-
ken, formal or informal. On one hand, users of uncertain communication may engage in it unin-
tentionally due to lacking knowledge: An early study in educational research found that students
exposed to less informative lectures adopt vaguer language than others when asked to summa-
rize what they have learned [12]. On the other hand, people may also use uncertain language as
a strategic tool to shape the opinions of their audience. This social phenomenon has especially
been noticed in settings of asymmetric information like politics [21] or business [29]. Likewise,
company executives might use uncertain language due to their ignorance about the current or
future economic situation of their business, or they might follow a specific agenda and use it to
intentionally obfuscate information from stakeholders.
In spite of the theoretical appeal of uncertainty, the variable is comparably under-explored in the
financial text-mining community. Indeed, a comprehensive survey of the state-of-the-art methods
by Loughran and McDonald [20] criticizes that “[m]any textual analysis studies have focused on
the simple positive/negative dichotomy of sentiment analysis” in spite of its “low power” [20,
p. 1224]. Instead, the authors specifically propose to investigate the more promising concept of
uncertainty.
Another significant share of financial literature has been denoted to studying readability or com-
plexity as measures of disclosure understandability [20, pp. 1193–1198]. The theory holds that a
low readability of disclosures causes the documents to be less informative for stakeholders and
hence induces uncertainty to the market. It is unlikely that educated and skilled individuals like
banking analysts or investors have trouble to correctly assess the performance of a business due
to, e.g., high shares of polysyllabic words or subclauses appearing in its annual report.3 Therefore,
it should predominantly be deliberate over-complication of information as form of obfuscation
that affects the markets [3]. However, Loughran and McDonald [20] conclude in their survey on
textual complexity in financial disclosures that it is problematic to disentangle whether (1) man-
agers use complex language due to the nature of their business (2) or whether they intentionally
over-complicate information to mitigate negative reactions to bad news. Thus, we are addition-
ally motivated to explore linguistic uncertainty instead of the already well-explored variables of
sentiment polarity and text complexity.
1.3 Contributions
Weare the first to develop specializedword embeddingmodels accounting for the industry-specific
vocabulary of different business sectors. We use these models effectively to expand a dictionary of
uncertainty triggers. Doing so, we provide a fine-grained analysis of how the choice of an industry
2Indeed, during parsing the disclosures (see Section 3.1.1), we noticed that such a restriction would reduce our sample size
of 76,991 instances by about 50% (only 37,438 instances contained that section).
3Notably, Loughran and McDonald [19] have shown that the share of polysyllabic words, a common readability measure
and one of the components of the Gunning Fog index [11], is actually a misspecified variable for measuring uncertainty of
the information environment.
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classification scheme (distinguishing between 5 to 49 industries) and altering the number of added
similarity candidates k impact the dictionary expansions. We evaluate the effectiveness of our
embedding models and expansions by providing: (1) an intrinsic error analysis exploring the suit-
ability of our expansions qualitatively and (2) an extrinsic analysis measuring to which regard the
expanded uncertainty dictionary explains drifts of overall market uncertainty with cross-sectional
regression analyses. In summary, we contribute to the scientific community by:
• Developing the first word embedding models accounting for industry-specific vocabulary;
• Exploring different levels of granularity (i.e., the number of industries) according to which
we train these industry-specific models;
• Exploring different values for the number of added candidate terms in our dictionary
expansions;
• Performing a rigorous error analysis assessing whether the expanded dictionary indeed
contains relevant terms according to human perception;
• Successfully using the expanded dictionary to statistically explain both drifts in stock return
volatility and analyst uncertainty—the latter of which neither the plain dictionary nor an
industry-agnostic expansion were capable of.
2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Financial Literature
Loughran and McDonald [18] were the first to introduce a set of sentiment dictionaries contain-
ing vocabulary specific to the financial domain. Based on a large sample of 10-Ks from 1994 to
2008, they manually developed dictionaries4 spanning the categories of positive, negative, litigious,
strong modal, weak modal, and—most important for our task—uncertainwords. While purpose and
content of the other dictionaries are rather self-explanatory, litigious “categorizes words reflecting
a propensity for legal contest” and the uncertain dictionary was developed “with emphasis on the
general notion of imprecision rather than exclusively focusing on risk” [18, p. 45]. Perhaps not
surprisingly, the authors found that the cumulative tf-idf of uncertain words shares a positive and
highly significant relationship with stock return volatility measured in the period after the filing
date.
Following up and using a slightly expanded dataset, the same authors switched their scope
of attention to the measure of readability, which they define as the “effective communication of
valuation-relevant information” by companies [19, p. 1643]. They found that a simple file-size-
based measure is better suited for explaining volatility, analyst forecast error, and analyst forecast
dispersion than a traditional readability formula, the Gunning Fog Index [11]. Following their
approach, we also perform event studies to quantify the impact of 10-K content on the previously
mentioned financial uncertainty measures; yet, for reasons outlined in Section 1.2, we focus on
the independent variable uncertainty instead of readability. We hypothesize that enriching the
dictionary of uncertainty with industry-specific vocabulary should also reflect in more decisive
regression results.
2.2 Natural Language Processing Literature
Tsai and Wang [32] automatically expanded Loughran and McDonald’s [18] six dictionaries by
training word embedding models on a corpus of 10-Ks from 1994 to 2006 and adding the 20 most
cosine similar terms to each original dictionary entry. They found that doing so both improves
the performance of a Ranking Support Vector Machine (SVMrank) as well as a Support Vector
4https://www3.nd.edu/∼mcdonald/Word_Lists.html.
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Regression (SVR) model with bag-of-word vectors as features and stock return volatility in the
year after the filing date as label. Following up, Tsai et al. [33] show that such an expanded
dictionary can effectively be used to not only predict return volatility, but also post-event volatility
(estimated with the Fama–French 3-factor model [7]) in the following year. Although the authors
acknowledge that the regression on post-event volatility is sensitive with regard to the number of
added candidates k [33, cf. Figure 3], they keep k equal to 20 due to a “diminishing return between
prediction performance” for increasing numbers of k [33, p. 14]. While our findings confirm that
generally, larger numbers of k benefit regressions of short-term post-event volatility, we will
show that this not the case for the analyst-based measures that we study (see Section 4.2).
More recently, Rekabsaz et al. [26] refined this approach by including additional financial fea-
tures and contrasting different methods for term weighting and feature fusion. They expanded
the financial sentiment dictionaries in a similar fashion to Tsai and Wang [32] yet focusing on
the positive, negative, and uncertain dictionaries and a set of 10-Ks from 2006 to 2015. Apart from
bag-of-word vectors, they used the current volatility, a Generalized Autoregressive Conditional
Heteroscedasticity (GARCH) model [1], and a sector variable as features in their SVR. They found
that limiting the data to a subset of the most recent 10-Ks (ca. 4,000 instances) and stacking the
market features upon the text features further improves the performance of the predictive task.
Yet they did not observe noticeable performance increases when splitting the set into 11 industry-
specific subsets and re-running the experiments, which they attributed to the scarcity of training
data (on average ca. 300 10-Ks per industry).
Theil et al. [31] perform a dictionary expansion following Tsai and Wang [32], yet with the aim
of comparing it to (1) a general-domain expansion using a pre-trained embedding model based
on the Google News dataset5 and (2) manually filtered versions of such expansions. While the
effect of manual filtering seems negligible, the results show that for a volatility regression task, a
domain-specific model is better suited than a generic model. The authors further show that such
an expansion can effectively be used for a binary classification task of sentences into uncertain or
certain classes. Different to this article, we focus on training industry-specific embedding models.
In addition, we provide a holistic view of financial uncertainty by showing that our industry-
specific models can explain subsequent drifts in not only volatility but also in analyst forecast
error and analyst dispersion.
2.3 Locating the Current Work
We argue that industry-specific knowledge should already be induced within the training process
of the embedding models. Depending on the industry of the training data, the similar candidates of
a term might change substantially (see Table 2). Furthermore, 20 as the number of adding closest
neighboring terms appears arbitrary to us, since in related domains, the common threshold is
10 [10, 24]. Therefore, we were motivated in both comparing different values for the number of
added candidates k and the number of industries according to which we allocate our data for the
subsequent analyses and for training the embedding models.
However, in contrast to previous work [26, 32], our approach is not concerned with optimizing a
predictive model of volatility but rather measuring the effect strength of linguistic uncertainty on
the overall market in a cross-sectional study. Following Loughran and McDonald’s [19] extensive
financial methodology, we use the financial data as an extrinsic validation for the quality of our
method. Apart from volatility, we deploy the analyst-based measures and an extended number of
control variables introduced by the aforementioned authors. We thus demonstrate the robustness
5https://code.google.com/archive/p/word2vec/.
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of our approach and make a case for training industry-specific instead of industry-agnostic “all-
purpose” embedding models explored in previous work.
3 METHODOLOGY
To address our task, we apply the following pipeline: First, we collect a large dataset of 10-Ks
(Section 3.1). Next, we train word embedding models and expand an existing dictionary of un-
certainty triggers (Section 3.2). Afterward, we conduct an extensive error analysis of the expan-
sions (Section 4.1). Finally, we perform a set of event study regressions as an extrinsic validation
(Section 3.3).
3.1 Collecting a Large Dataset of 10-Ks
3.1.1 Parsing Procedure. We download all 220,565 10-Ks during 1994 to 2015 from the SEC’s
public filing database EDGAR.6 First, we retrieve all text appearing between section headings with
term matching heuristics. Afterward, we remove exhibits, graphics, HTML tags, and other anom-
alies leaving plain paragraph text. Last, following Loughran and McDonald [18, p. 40], we only
keep sections with at least 250 words, as others are usually only “incorporated by reference.” All
texts are tokenized, stripped of punctuation and numbers, and lowercased with the exception of
proper nouns, which are identified through part-of-speech tagging.7 Hence, we ensure that, e.g.,
the modal verb “may” can be distinguished from the month “May.” Our preprocessed text data can
be found online.8
3.1.2 Data Screens. Following Loughran and McDonald [18, 19], we then perform a set of data
screens: We remove duplicates (dropping 3,301) and instances with a filing date less than 180 days
from the prior filing (dropping 653). Next, we require a match with the financial database CRSP9
(dropping 113,396), the stock to be ordinary common equity (dropping 4,466), a stock price of
greater than $3 (dropping 15,281), a positive book-to-market ratio (dropping 3,384), as well as
stock return data available for trading day windows t−252 to t−6 before, t0 to t1 around, and t6 to t28
after the filing date; for the window prior to the filing, we consider instances with at least 60 days
of return data available and for the window after the filing, we consider instances with at least
10 days of data (dropping 409). Last, we remove reports in which we could not identify at least
one complete section (dropping 2,684). This leaves us with 76,991 reports for financial regression
analyses. The residual of 121,235 files (excluding 22,339 duplicates and documents with less than
one section) is used to train the embedding models. All data needed to replicate our regressions
can be found in our Online Appendix.10
3.1.3 Choice of an Industry Classification Scheme. To divide our corpus into industry-specific
sub-corpora, an industry classification scheme had to be deployed. Perhaps the two most popular
of such schemes among professionals [34] are the Global Industry Classification Standard (GICS)11
and the Industrial Classification Benchmark (ICB).12 In financial research, however, the industry
classification scheme developed by Fama and French [8] can be described as “default choice” [4, p.
57]. As it was also used by Loughran and McDonald [18, 19], we decided to use it for our purposes,
6https://www.sec.gov/edgar.shtml.
7We use NLTK 3.2.1 for all of these steps.
8http://data.dws.informatik.uni-mannheim.de/theil/10k.zip.
9http://www.crsp.com.
10http://data.dws.informatik.uni-mannheim.de/theil/acm-tds-19.zip.
11https://www.msci.com/gics.
12http://www.ftserussell.com/financial-data/industry-classification-benchmark-icb.
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too. Another advantage of this scheme is that, depending on the preferred level of granularity, one
can distinguish between {5, 10, 12, 17, 30, 38, 48, 49} industries (from now on: FF5 to FF49).
3.2 Training Word Embeddings and Expanding a Dictionary of Uncertainty Triggers
We address our task by performing a grid search over the parameters number of added candidates
(k) and number of industries, thus investigating 20 · 9 = 180 possible parameter combinations.
3.2.1 Industry-Agnostic Model. We begin by training an industry-agnostic word embedding
model on the full training data (126,330 10-Ks with approximately 2.3 billion words). For this pur-
pose, we use word2vec [22] with standard parameters. We then use this model to automatically
expand Loughran and McDonald’s [18] list of 297 financial uncertainty triggers such as “anoma-
lous,” “predict,” or “volatility.” While Tsai and Wang [32] use a top-k approach with k = 20, past
work by Rekabsaz et al. [27, 28] suggests that filtering related terms based on a cosine similarity
(SC ) threshold might be worth exploring.13 Cosine similarity is defined as follows:
SC =
A · B
‖A‖‖B‖ =
∑n
i=1Ai × Bi√∑n
i=1A
2
i ×
√∑n
i=1 B
2
i
. (1)
Here Ai and Bi represent components of word vectors A and B, respectively.
To find out whether a top-k approach or a threshold based on SC is more suitable for our task,
we explored expansions in both fashions with the parameters suggested by the previous literature
(k = 20, SC = 0.7) and compared the regression results (see Section 3.3 for the general experimen-
tal setup). We found that an expansion retrieving the top-20 candidates leads to more decisive
regression results across all three explored independent variables: For the volatility regressions,
eight out of nine top-k models (compared to three based on SC ) yielded a significant correlation;
eight (one) for the analyst forecast error regressions; and seven (none) for the analyst dispersion
regressions. An explanatory hypothesis for this apparent performance difference can be found in
the different distributions of SC across the sets of similar candidates: We found that a similarity-
based filtering leads to largely different numbers of added candidates given that some seed terms
have more candidates with large SC values than others; this would imply a model bias toward such
terms.
For reasons outlined in Section 2.3, we were interested in how lowering k could help to retain
more relevant terms and even stronger regression results. Hence, we view k = 20 as a maximum
and explore values ∀k ∈ N, 1 ≤ k ≤ 20 in our experiments (see Sections 4.1 and 4.2).
3.2.2 Industry-Specific Models. Apart from an industry-agnostic model, we train word embed-
ding models according to each of the eight industry schemes (FF5 to FF49): For example, according
to FF49, we train embedding models for the precious metals industry, the computer hardware
industry, and 47 others. As summarized in Table 1, the allocation of training data per industry
differs substantially depending on the specific scheme. As can be seen, even at the most granular
level (FF49), the average number of documents per industry is still substantially higher than the
one of Rekabsaz et al. [26], approximately 2,500 vs. 300. This difference is even more noticeable
when selecting a scheme with a comparable granularity to theirs (11 industries): Both FF10 and
FF12 assign close to 10,000 documents per industry. Therefore, we are confident to have overcome
aforementioned authors’ hurdle of data scarcity. We furthermore hypothesize that the relatively
low skewness and standard deviation of FF12, FF48, and FF49 compared to their neighbors should
also reflect in more favorable results due to a more even allocation of training data.
13More specifically, they propose the general threshold SC = 0.7 for retaining similar candidates.
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Table 1. Descriptive Statistics for the Number of Documents per Industry
According to Each Industry Classification Scheme
FF5 FF10 FF12 FF17 FF30 FF38 FF48 FF49
Mean 21,055 11,485 9,718 7,018 4,075 3,335 2,578 2,527
Std. Dev. 21,881 17,609 10,707 12,984 6,342 7,225 3,375 3,090
Skew. 1.9 3.1 2.1 3.2 3.3 4.3 2.3 2.0
Min. 967 967 742 493 105 105 105 105
Max. 63,496 63,496 39,265 53,374 31,939 40,346 14,649 12,735
3.3 Using Event Study Regressions as Extrinsic Validation
For each dictionary and document, we calculate the cumulative tf-idf of uncertain terms to gauge
linguistic uncertainty. Apart from the plain uncertainty dictionary [18], we also evaluate our 180
expansions that we created as outlined in Section 3.2. These expansions include 20 industry-
agnostic expansions with k = [1, 20] and 160 industry-specific expansions along the eight industry
schemes (FF5 to FF49) and k = [1, 20]. The documents are our 76,991 10-K instances (Section 3.1).
The cumulative tf-idf score for a respective dictionary and document D is calculated by summing
up the tf-idf scores of the dictionary’s terms w1,w2, . . . ,wn occurring in D. For each dictionary–
document combination, this procedure yields a continuous measure of linguistic uncertainty (in
the following: “Uncertainty”).
To compare which dictionary provides the best assessment of Uncertainty, for each dictionary
and document, we follow Loughran and McDonald [19] by performing regressions of the financial
variables volatility, analyst forecast error (“Error”), and analyst dispersion (“Dispersion”). Note that
different to them, our main explanatory measure is Uncertainty and not readability, however. The
sampling procedure and calculation of these three financial variables is outlined in the following
Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2. The regressions adhere to the following formulae (Equations (2)–(4)):
Volatilityi = αi + βi · Uncertaintyi + δi , (2)
Errori = αi + βi · Uncertaintyi + δi , (3)
Dispersioni = αi + βi · Uncertaintyi + δi . (4)
In these equations, αi is the estimated regression intercept (bias term in Machine Learning termi-
nology), βi is the estimated slope coefficient (weight) for the independent variable Uncertainty, and
δi is a vector of control variables that are calculated as outlined in Section 3.3.3. The slope coeffi-
cient β denotes the number of standard deviations that the dependent variable changes for each
standard deviation increase in the predictor variable; it can be interpreted as the effect strength of
our linguistic uncertainty measure to a given financial uncertainty measure.
3.3.1 Volatility. We consider the filing date of a 10-K as event date after which we try to mea-
sure return fluctuation (i.e., volatility) attributable to the 10-K disclosure. We follow Loughran and
McDonald [19] and calculate subsequent volatility as the RMSE of a post-filing market model [30]
using trading days t6 to t28 (approximately a month) relative to the 10-K filing date. To control for
historic volatility, we additionally estimate a pre-filing market model using trading days t−252 to
t−6 (approximately a year).
A market model is routinely estimated by regressing a respective company’s returns (ri ) on the
return of the overall market (rm ) in said windows. Return data are obtained from the financial
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database CRSP. As proxy for rm , we use the CRSP value-weighted index,14 which is calculated as
outlined in Reference [9, p. 7]. The market model regressions adhere to the following formula:
ri = αi + βi · rm . (5)
These regressions yield intercepts (bias terms) αi and slope coefficients (weights) βi . We use these
two variables to estimate expected returns in the given window.We further calculate the volatility,
our main independent variable, as root mean square error (RMSE) of the market models. Calcu-
lating volatility in such a manner as opposed to simply using the standard deviation of returns
is a common procedure [2, 19, inter alia] to obtain a measure of idiosyncratic, i.e., unsystematic
risk. Using market model return estimates (called expected returns) and quantifying the differences
toward actual returns yields residuals that cannot be explained through fluctuations of the over-
all market alone. These residuals (called unexpected returns) reflect gains or losses attributable to
unforeseen events.
3.3.2 Analyst-based Measures. In addition to this market-based measure, using data from the
financial database I/B/E/S,15 we deploy two common measures of information uncertainty based
on analyst forecasts: analyst forecast error and analyst dispersion. These measures focus on the
key figure earnings per share, which indicates the proportion of company profit allocated to each
outstanding share. Due to the lower availability of data, the sample size gets reduced to 32,799 for
the analyst forecast error and to 21,166 for the analyst dispersion regressions.
We follow Loughran and McDonald’s definitions of Reference [19] analyst forecast error and
analyst dispersion: Analyst forecast error is calculcated as the absolute value of the standardized
unexpected earnings, which are defined as (actual earnings – average expected earnings)/stock
price. The actual earnings are the earnings per share as published in the earnings announcement.
The average expected earnings are calculated as themean of all earnings forecasts issued by banking
analysts between the 10-K filing date and the date of the earnings announcement. Both figures are
obtained from the I/B/E/S unadjusted data files. For analysts with more than one forecast reported
between the 10-K filing and the earnings announcement, we retain only the forecast closest to the
filing date. Finally, the variable is winsorized at the 1% level.16 Analyst dispersion is calculated as
standard deviation of analyst forecasts appearing in the forecast error estimate divided by stock
price. We retain only firms with at least two analyst forecasts and again winsorize the variable at
the 1% level.
3.3.3 Control Variables. Beyond these three independent variables, following Loughran and
McDonald [19], we use the following set of control variables within our regressions:
• The intercepts α and the RMSE from market model regressions with trading days t−252 to
t−6 as indicators of historic performance and historic volatility (see Section 3.3.1 for details).
• The filing period abnormal return as absolute value of the buy-and-hold return17 in trading
days t0 to t1 minus the buy-and-hold return of the market index.
14A value-weighted index is a market index that is obtained by weighting the returns of its components (a sample of stocks
deemed representative of the overall market) by their market value. Individual market values are obtained by multiplying
a stock price by the total number of outstanding shares.
15https://financial.thomsonreuters.com/en/products/data-analytics/company-data/ibes-estimates.html.
16Winsorization is a transformation method to handle outliers in series of continuous data. Winsorizing at a 1% limit means
that all data points below the 1st percentile are set to the value of the 1st percentile and all data points above the 100 − 1 =
99th percentile are set to the value of the 99th percentile, respectively.
17The buy-and-hold return is the return of a security bought on a specific date t − τ and held for τ days up until a specific
date t .
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• The log-transformed firm size calculated as current stock price multiplied by the number of
outstanding shares.
• The log-transformed book-to-market ratio, calculated as the book value of equity according
to COMPUSTAT18 divided by the market value of equity according to CRSP.19 Here, we
only considered firms with a positive book value and winsorized at the 1% level.
• A NASDAQ dummy variable set to one if the firm is listed on the NASDAQ at the time of
the 10-K filing, otherwise zero.
In addition to these variables, we control for year- and industry-specific effects by adding the filing
year and the assigned industry according to the respective Fama and French [8] industry scheme
as one-hot-encoded categorical features. In the Error and Dispersion regressions, we additionally
include the number of analyst forecasts appearing in the analyst forecast error calculation as con-
trol.
4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The discussion of our results is twofold: Section 4.1 provides an in-depth error analysis exploring
how our embedding models are suitable to capture uncertainty. Following up, Section 4.2 provides
a purely data-driven, quantitative analysis assessing how well our models are suited to explain
financial uncertainty in terms of volatility, analyst forecast error, and analyst dispersion.
4.1 Intrinsic Validation: Error Analysis of the Expansions
4.1.1 Industry-Agnostic Model. As a starting point, we retrieved the 20 closest terms to each
original dictionary term within an industry-agnostic embedding model. Afterward, we asked two
annotators of linguistic and financial domain knowledge20 to co-annotate all retrieved candidates
that occurred at least once in the dataset used for our regressions (2,710 terms) as either relevant or
not. For this task, the IAAmeasured in terms of Cohen’sκ [5] amounted 0.80, which can be deemed
a “substantial” agreement [14]. Considering only the terms with perfect agreement, this analysis
showed that 9.8% out of all candidates were indeed relevant. We thus hypothesized that lowering
the relevance criterion k would retain more cosine similar and thus probably relevant terms. Yet,
an in-depth analysis of the candidates revealed that certain candidate sets—despite their relatively
high cosine similarity—were comprised of terms specific to a certain domain yet irrelevant for
general uncertainty detection. For example, the top three candidates of the term “anomalous” are
“outcrop” (SC = 0.76), “gold-quartz” (0.76), and “silicified” (0.75). Of these terms, none could be
classified as uncertain. Apparently, in specific industries (in this case: mining), certain key terms
are discussed in contexts differing substantially from the general domain. In such a context, they
are used to describe highly technical processes, thus diluting the overall results.
4.1.2 Industry-Specific Models. Therefore, in the next step, we explored how training industry-
specific embedding models according to FF5–FF49 might mitigate said issue. It could be expected
that creating an embedding of the word “anomalous” in, e.g., the pharmaceuticals industry should
yield substantially different results than in themining industry. Indeed, we noticed that an increase
of industry granularity is accompanied by an increase in domain specificity of the employed
18http://www.crsp.com/products/research-products/crspcompustat-merged-database.
19The book value reflects the value of a firm as recorded on its balance sheet. Themarket value denotes firm value according
to the stock market forces of supply and demand; it is calculated by multiplying the current stock price by the number of
outstanding shares. The ratio of book over market value is commonly interpreted as degree of over- or undervaluation.
20One of these annotators graduated with a major in linguistics, the other with a major in finance; both have practical
experience in the financial services sector. We chose these annotators to get a holistic view of the problem, which we
expected to be dependent on both linguistic and financial domain knowledge.
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Table 2. Top Five Similarity Candidates for the Word “Anomalous” with Their Cosine
Similarity in Exemplary Industries According to the FF49 Scheme
Hardware Lab Equipment Precious Metals Software Utilities
suspicious 0.69 overheating 0.71 pathfinder 0.79 intruder 0.62 gaming 0.63
exploits 0.67 cysts 0.70 anomalies 0.75 unfortunate 0.60 deceptive 0.62
disk-to-disk 0.63 false-positives 0.70 elevated 0.75 ever-growing 0.57 intentional 0.61
denial-of-service 0.62 out-of 0.68 arsenic 0.74 oversupply 0.56 omissions 0.59
alerts 0.62 Smallpox 0.68 trace 0.74 re-send 0.56 unethical 0.58
Table 3. Share of Relevant Terms (Left Side) and IAA (Right Side) for Varying
Levels of k and Different Embedding Models
Agn. FF12 FF49
% rel.
k1 16.0% 7.4% 5.2%
k20 10.0% 6.1% 3.4%
Agn. FF12 FF49
IAA (κ)
k1 0.84 0.80 0.78
k20 0.81 0.77 0.70
candidates: Recurring to our previous example of the term “anomalous,” Table 2 provides an
overview of its similarity candidates according to some of our FF49 embedding models. As can
be seen, the new candidates are recruited from a more industry-specific vocabulary, which makes
them more applicable for varying domain-specific needs.
4.1.3 Manual Analysis. To quantify the beneficial effect of lower k values and industry-specific
embedding models, we deepened our analysis. Since there are 297 original dictionary terms and
to each term, we add up to 20 candidates according to nine different schemes spanning up to 49
different embedding models, the total number of candidate terms (ca. 60K distinct types) would be
too high to make a complete manual evaluation feasible. Hence, we focused our analysis on the
industry-agnostic and the FF12 and FF49 expansions, which yielded the most distinctive results
in the event study regressions (see Section 4.2). According to Zipf’s Law [35], the frequency of a
word within a corpus is approximately inversely proportional to its rank in the frequency table;
i.e., intuitively speaking, a small set of words dominates the frequency counts. In the case of the
industry-agnostic model, indeed only 100 terms account for approximately 25% of the cumulative
tf-idf count. FF12 and FF49 follow highly similar patterns.
Hence, we retrieved the 100 terms with the highest cumulative tf-idf at both k = 1 and k = 20
for the industry-agnostic model and all industry-specific models according to FF12 and FF49. This
yielded a list of 4,820 distinct top-scoring candidate terms. Then, we let our two annotators co-
annotate all of these terms regarding their relevancy for uncertainty detection; we only considered
terms as relevant if both annotators agreed on a “relevant” label. Intuitively, one would expect that
the share of relevant to total candidate terms should be higher for k = 1 (i.e., the least inclusive
relevance threshold) than for k = 20 (most inclusive threshold). Our results show that this is the
case across all models (see Table 3, left side): The share of relevant candidates drops from 16% to
10% for the industry-agnostic model, from 7.8% to 6.1% for FF12, and from 5.2% to 3.4% for FF49. In
general, we can also observe that the share of relevant terms decreases consistently with increasing
industry granularity. This is explainable due to an increasing number of industries leading to both
a higher specificity of the candidates (see Section 4.1.2) and a larger number of candidates. Hence,
it can be expected that an expansion based on, e.g., FF49 contains more noise than an industry-
agnostic expansion.
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Interestingly, we can observe that this trend is also accompanied by a consistent decrease of
IAA in terms of Cohen’s κ for models with a higher industry granularity and increased levels
of k (see Table 3, right side). This analysis suggests that while candidate specificity increases,
so do both the subjectivity and the difficulty of the task due to more required industry-specific
knowledge (reconsider e.g., Table 2). In summary, our expectation that a lower level of k leads
to a higher share of meaningful terms could be confirmed across all analyzed models. However,
aforementioned numbers can only be taken as indications, since a complete manual evaluation of
all 60K candidate terms would be unfeasible.
4.1.4 Task-Specific Shortcomings of Word2Vec. Our analysis further suggests that word2vec
might have limitations for the given task. Slightly simplified, word2vec deems a word A as similar
to a word B if (1) A could be used interchangeably for B or (2) A appears in a similar context as
B. Especially the latter case is problematic for our endeavor. To a large degree, the uncertain sen-
timent dictionary consists of word classes such as modal verbs (“may”) and adverbials of degree
(“somewhat”) or probability (“maybe”). Within a sentence, these rather functional word classes,
also known as hedges, evoke semantic slots. That is, instead of being particularly meaningful on
their own, they only limit the truth value of other entities and actions [13] by assigning a prob-
ability through fuzzy quantification—and a quantifier is meaningless without the expression that
it quantifies. Hence, these words usually share a context with objects, people, places or verbs. Not
surprisingly, therefore, seemingly irrelevant similarity candidates such as names of brands (“Mon-
santo”) and organizations (“SEC”), units of quantity (“ft”) or even other functional verbs (“be”)
appear within our expansions.
However, this previously discussed tendency of word2vec to suggest co-contextual words as
similarity candidates could also be useful for future research: Another way to improve the dic-
tionary would be removing instead of adding terms. Our analyses suggest that some of the dic-
tionary terms might indeed be misspecified. For example, the original dictionary terms with the
root “random” predominantly neighbor candidates such as “sample,” “trial,” or “researcher” in our
embedding models. This suggests that such terms are mostly used in the context of experimental
trials—something that neither fits the dictionary creators’ goal of capturing an imprecise nor a
risk-related choice of words.
A conventional solution for this issue would be removing said terms either (1) based on a
knowledge-poor approach relying on part-of-speech tagging or named entity recognition or
(2) based on a knowledge-rich, dictionary-based filtering. As a matter of fact, in an earlier step
of our research, we tried how the filtering of proper nouns (identified through part-of-speech tag-
ging) from the candidate terms might influence the results. However, we noticed that doing so
actually worsened the results of the regression task (Section 4.2) substantially, while not mak-
ing place for more relevant candidates as evaluated through our qualitative analysis—hence, we
dismissed this idea.
4.1.5 “To Be” or Not “to Be”? Concerning Stopwords. In addition, we considered removing stop-
words by using Porter’s [25] relatively comprehensive list of 153 functional terms such as “at,”
“should,” or “be.” However, we noticed that for the industry-agnostic model, even at k = 20 (i.e.,
the most inclusive level), only 16 of these terms were among the approximately 3,500 candidates.
By definition, such stopwords are usually also among the most frequently appearing, which is
why they usually get assigned an inverse document frequency of approximately zero. Indeed, in
our case, out of previously mentioned 16 terms, 14 appear in the lower 10 percentile of all av-
erage tf-idf scores. The remaining two are the pronouns “yours” and “himself” (lower 30 and 40
percentile, respectively). Since the industry-specific expansions follow highly similar patterns, the
effect of such functional terms is barely noticeable for our endeavor. Furthermore, modal words
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Fig. 2. Influence of industry scheme and number of added candidates k on slope coefficients β in regressions
of volatility on uncertainty. Coefficients are standardized with a mean of zero and a standard deviation of
one. All regressions include 76,991 observations.
such as “should” or “can,” which are considered to be stopwords according to Porter’s [25] list, are
indeed of high relevance for our analyses. This shows that the distinction of stopwords vs. non-
stopwords, at least for the purpose of uncertainty detection in the financial domain, is somewhat
arbitrary. For these reasons, we decided not to filter out stopwords. As a novel idea of avoiding
irrelevantly added candidates due to the functional word class of the original terms, we propose
to introduce filtering methods based on grammatical properties in future work. One way to do so
would be giving priority to similarity candidates sharing the same word class as the original term.
4.2 Extrinsic Validation: Regressions of Financial Uncertainty Measures
How useful are our expansions in a real-world application? In this section, we analyze the benefi-
cial effect of inducing industry-specific jargon in regressions of the financial uncertainty measures
volatility, analyst forecast error, and analyst dispersion. The results of these event study regres-
sions are summarized in Figures 2–4 and additionally provided in greater detail in Appendix A.
4.2.1 Volatility Regressions. Consistent with previous research, linguistic uncertainty and
volatility are positively related (see Figure 2); i.e., an annual report with a higher uncertainty of its
content is usually also followed by a higher stock return volatility than its peers. Furthermore, for
all volatility regressions, the control variables behave similarly (see Appendix A, Table 4): Firms
with a high pre-filing performance and market value are subject to less post-filing volatility. Firms
with a low book-to-market ratio, with a higher pre-filing volatility, with larger unexpected returns
around the filing date, and NASDAQ-listed firms experience a higher volatility.
In most cases, the relationship between uncertainty and volatility is considerably stronger using
the expanded dictionaries than using the plain dictionary (coefficient β of 0.014, significant at the
5% level). Among all industry schemes, FF49 yields the most decisive results (see Figure 2). The
highest coefficient (0.033) is significant at the 0.1% level and achieved for k = 20. This value is 14%
higher than the leading industry-agnostic model (β = 0.029, significant at the 1% level) and about
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Fig. 3. Influence of industry scheme and number of added candidates k on slope coefficients β in regressions
of analyst forecast error on uncertainty. Coefficients are standardized with a mean of zero and a standard
deviation of one. All regressions include 32,799 observations.
135% higher than the one using the plain unexpanded dictionary (see Appendix A, Table 4). While
there does not seem to be a clear relationship between the height of the coefficient and increased
industry granularity, the strength of the association between uncertainty and volatility generally
seems to increase with higher values of k .
4.2.2 Regressions of Analyst-basedMeasures. Figures 3 and 4 indicate that linguistic uncertainty
and analyst uncertainty in terms of forecast error and dispersion are positively related. This means
that uncertain 10-Ks are associated with both more erroneous and more dispersed analyst fore-
casts. For both sets of regressions, the control variables follow similar patterns again (see Appen-
dix A, Tables 5 and 6): Firms with a higher analyst uncertainty tend to be smaller, not listed on
the NASDAQ, and are subject to both lower performance, larger volatility before the filing, and
a higher book-to-market ratio. The only control variable behaving differently is the number of
analysts, which is negatively related with forecast error and positively related with dispersion.
For the regressions of analyst forecast error (see Figure 3), again FF49 obtains the highest coef-
ficient (0.040). This value, which is achieved through k = 9, is significant at the 0.1% level, consid-
erably higher than the insignificant value of the plain dictionary (−0.004), and 2.2 times as high
as the leading industry-agnostic approach (β = 0.018, insignificant). In contrast to Figure 2, the
beneficial effect of a higher and thus more inclusive relevance criterion k seems to be saturated
around quadrant two (5 ≤ k ≤ 10) or three (10 ≤ k ≤ 15).
For the regressions of analyst dispersion (see Figure 4), FF12 obtains the highest coefficient
(0.039) for k = 17. This value is significant at the 1% level and again considerably higher than
the value of the plain dictionary, which is insignificant and indistinguishable from zero. It fur-
thermore is 8% higher than the leading industry-agnostic model (β = 0.036, significant at the 5%
level). While FF5–FF38 generally seem to benefit from an increased k (with FF12–FF38 experienc-
ing slight downturns in quadrant four), FF48 and FF49 again experience visible performance drops
in the last quadrants.
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Fig. 4. Influence of industry scheme and number of added candidates k on slope coefficients β in regres-
sions of analyst dispersion on uncertainty. Coefficients are standardized with a mean of zero and a standard
deviation of one. All regressions include 21,166 observations.
4.2.3 Discussion. We proceed with discussing the economic magnitude of the association be-
tween linguistic uncertainty and financial uncertainty measures. The regression results imply that
an increase of one standard deviation in uncertainty (according to the optimal industry-specific
expansions) leads to an increase of 3.3% to 4% of financial uncertainty’s standard deviation (see
A, Tables 4–6). While these coefficients might appear small, they are well in line with recent re-
search: For example, Bonsall et al. [2] find that their proposed plain English measure explains 3.5%
of subsequent volatility’s standard deviation. Furthermore, in their study on textual analysis in
accounting and finance, Loughran and McDonald conclude that the “economic magnitude of the
soft information [i.e., text] is somewhat limited” [20, p. 1202].
In summary, all regressions of financial uncertainty on linguistic uncertainty benefit substan-
tially from incorporating industry-specific vocabulary. This beneficial effect is most profound for
the regressions of analyst forecast error. Interestingly, as already hypothesized in Section 3.1, FF12,
FF48, and FF49 are consistently among themost decisively performingmodels, which can probably
at least partly be attributed to the relatively even allocation of training data per industry.
5 CONCLUSION
In this article, we addressed the automatic detection of linguistic uncertainty in financial disclo-
sures by extracting dictionary-based features from a large corpus of 10-Ks. We created a set of
automatically expanded dictionaries by training industry-specific word embedding models. Fur-
thermore, we provided an in-depth error analysis revealing how inducing industry-specific vocab-
ulary leads to more specific candidate terms. As expected, our results indicate that this increase
in specificity is also accompanied by more noise being introduced to the expansions. Finally, we
have shown how dictionary expansions incorporating industry-specific jargon lead to more deci-
sive regression results for the financial uncertainty measures (volatility, analyst forecast error, and
analyst dispersion) than both the plain dictionary as well as an industry-agnostic expansion.
Given the novelty of the area, future work could refine the methodology in several ways. First,
relevance of the similarity candidates could be increased by prioritizing candidates sharing word
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classes with the original dictionary terms. Furthermore, since prior and the current research focus
on unigrams, the dictionary as well as the word embedding models could be expanded to cover
n-grams. Moreover, the problem could be approached from the other side by removing existing
instead off adding new dictionary terms: Our analysis suggests that dictionary terms like “random”
might indeed be misspecified. Last, as our error analysis points out, word2vec’s limitations for the
given task could be overcome by using a different embeddingmodel—possibly refining the context-
based restrictions with topical criteria such as in lda2vec [23].
A DETAILED REGRESSION RESULTS
Table 4. Detailed Results for the Regressions of Volatility
Volatility Volatility Volatility
Independent Variable:
Plain dictionary 0.014*
(2.419)
Optimal industry-agnostic expansion 0.029**
(3.121)
Optimal industry-specific expansion 0.033***
(5.168)
Control Variables:
Historical performance −0.085** −0.085** −0.084**
(−3.501) (−3.476) (−3.471)
Historical volatility 0.465*** 0.464*** 0.462***
(12.170) (12.023) (12.121)
Filing date abnormal return 0.100*** 0.100*** 0.100***
(12.655) (12.609) (12.551)
Firm size −0.107*** −0.110*** −0.110***
(−5.830) (−5.889) (−6.102)
Book-to-market −0.064** −0.065*** −0.064***
(−3.616) (−3.691) (−3.653)
NASDAQ dummy 0.054** 0.054** 0.055**
(3.444) (3.433) (3.490)
Adjusted R2 47.93% 47.97% 47.98%
N 76,991 76,991 76,991
All regressions include intercepts, calendar year dummies, and Fama and French industry dummies.
Coefficients are standardized with a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one. t-statistics are in
parentheses with standard errors clustered by year and industry.
∗p ≤ 0.05, ∗∗p ≤ 0.01, ∗∗∗p ≤ 0.001.
Table 5. Detailed Results for the Regressions of Analyst Forecast Error
Error Error Error
Independent Variable:
Plain dictionary −0.003
(−0.352)
Optimal industry-agnostic expansion 0.018
(1.996)
Optimal industry-specific expansion 0.040**
(3.052)
(Continued)
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Table 5. Continued
Error Error Error
Control Variables:
Historical performance −0.085*** −0.124*** −0.123***
(−5.302) (−5.285) (−5.290)
Historical volatility 0.275*** 0.275*** 0.272***
(5.547) (5.487) (5.503)
Filing date abnormal return 0.057*** 0.057** 0.057***
(4.855) (4.848) (4.841)
Firm size −0.169*** −0.169*** −0.171***
(−8.476) (−8.479) (−8.645)
Book-to-market 0.132*** 0.132*** 0.131***
(6.524) (6.549) (6.589)
NASDAQ dummy −0.073*** −0.073*** −0.073***
(−4.733) (−4.795) (−4.826)
Number of analysts −0.037** −0.038** −0.037**
(−3.369) (−3.333) (−3.425)
Adjusted R2 19.52% 19.53% 19.61%
N 32,799 32,799 32,799
All regressions include intercepts, calendar year dummies, and Fama and French industry dummies.
Coefficients are standardized with a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one. t-statistics are
in parentheses with standard errors clustered by year and industry.
∗p ≤ 0.05, ∗∗p ≤ 0.01, ∗∗∗p ≤ 0.001.
Table 6. Detailed Results for the Regressions of Analyst Dispersion
Dispersion Dispersion Dispersion
Independent Variable:
Plain dictionary 0.000
(0.022)
Optimal industry-agnostic expansion 0.036*
(1.996)
Optimal industry-specific expansion 0.039**
(4.017)
Control Variables:
Historical performance −0.139*** −0.140*** −0.136***
(−5.660) (−5.663) (−6.965)
Historical volatility 0.305*** 0.303*** 0.297***
(5.630) (5.584) (6.693)
Filing date abnormal return 0.054*** 0.054*** 0.055***
(4.057) (4.047) (5.246)
Firm size −0.136*** −0.138*** −0.135***
(−6.155) (−6.249) (−9.539)
Book-to-market 0.138*** 0.136*** 0.143***
(7.327) (7.354) (5.616)
NASDAQ dummy −0.079*** −0.080*** −0.094**
(−4.026) (−4.082) (−3.884)
Number of analysts 0.024 0.022 0.030
(1.104) (1.010) (1.645)
Adjusted R2 21.23% 21.29% 19.74%
N 21,166 21,166 21,166
All regressions include intercepts, calendar year dummies, and Fama and French industry dummies.
Coefficients are standardized with a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one. t-statistics are in
parentheses with standard errors clustered by year and industry.
∗p ≤ 0.05, ∗∗p ≤ 0.01, ∗∗∗p ≤ 0.001.
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